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Abstract: AUC-SVM directly maximizes the area under the ROC curve (AUC) through
minimizing its hinge loss relaxation, and the decision function is determined by those support
vector sample pairs playing the same roles as the support vector samples in SVM. Such a
learning paradigm generally emphasizes more on the local discriminative information just
associated with these support vectors whereas hardly takes the overall view of data into
account, thereby it may incur loss of the global distribution information in data favorable for
classification. Moreover, due to the high computational complexity of AUC-SVM induced by
the large number of training sample pairs quadratic in the number of the samples, sampling is
usually adopted, whereas incurs a further loss of the distribution information in data. In order
to compensate the distribution information loss and simultaneously boost the AUC-SVM
performance, in this paper, we develop a novel structure-embedded AUC-SVM (SAUC-SVM
for short) through embedding the global structure information in the whole data into
AUC-SVM. With such an embedding, the proposed SAUC-SVM incorporates the local
discriminative information and global structure information in data into a uniform formulation
and consequently guarantees better generalization performance. Comparative experiments on
both synthetic and real datasets confirm its effectiveness.
Key words: Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Support
Vector Sample Pair, Sampling, Structure Information.

1. Introduction
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is statistically consistent and more discriminating
than accuracy [6,7], and it is insensitive to imbalance prior distribution and unequal
misclassification cost [3,6,7,24,25], thus recently, AUC has been widely used as an alternative
**
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to accuracy in evaluating the performance of classifiers [3,6,7,25]. Unfortunately, the
mainstream classification algorithms are generally developed for optimizing the accuracy
[1,2,8,14,18,26].

These

methods

may

also

achieve

excellent

AUC

performance

simultaneously, as the average AUC is monotonically increasing with accuracy [3]. But for
imbalance distributions, classifiers with the same accuracy exhibit different AUC
performances, especially when the accuracy is low [3]. As a result, it will be better to directly
optimize AUC instead of accuracy, especially when the prior distribution is skew or the
misclassification costs are unequal.
During the last years, several learning algorithms have been specially developed to
maximize AUC, or equivalently, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic [1,2,8,14,18,26,27].
The WMW statistic is actually a non-differentiable objective criterion [1,8,18,27], thus direct
optimization for it is not quite feasible. In terms of different approximations to it, two
categories of algorithms are mainly formed [27]. One is the gradient-based approaches trying
to maximize its differentiable approximations [1,18,27]. The other is the SVM-like
approaches that minimize its hinge loss relaxation [2,8,14,26]. These approaches in the
second category essentially maximize the relative difference of scores between samples from
different classes, which is analogous to the margin in SVM [22]. Rakotomamonjy et al. [2]
and Brefeld et al. [26] respectively presented the quadratic programming AUC-maximized
SVMs (AUC-SVM) through minimizing the regularized hinge loss induced from AUC with
the ranking constraints imposed on sample pairs, the samples in each pair come respectively
from different classes. As a result, AUC-SVM actually performs on sample pairs, and
naturally the quadratically-grown number of the sample pairs leads to high computation
complexity, thereby some sampling method has to be adopted to mitigate such a scenario
[2,26]. In addition, some linear programming variants of AUC-SVM have also been proposed
[8,14] recently to partially reduce the complexity induced from the quadratic programming
while retaining comparable AUC performance.
Similar to SVM [4,9,21], the decision function of AUC-SVM is determined by those
support vector sample pairs [2,26], which are analogous to the support vector samples in
SVM. Naturally, such two learning paradigms share a common point, i.e., usually emphasize
more on the local discriminative information just associated with these sparse support vectors
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whereas hardly takes the overall view of data into account [15,16,17]. More specifically,
AUC-SVM only focuses on the contributions of those sample pairs strictly meeting the
ranking constraints or badly ranked [2], thus likely misses the distribution information in the
whole set of the sample pairs.
An illustrative example is given in Fig. 1, the two-class samples are generated
independently from two Gaussian distributions and represented by ‘×’ and ‘.’ respectively.
Through respectively optimizing the AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM criteria (to be presented in
this paper and detailed later) with the linear kernel, we can obtain their corresponding
separating hyperplanesa. Moreover, both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM essentially perform on
the sample pairs constructed from the given two classes, or more specifically the difference
vectors of these sample pairs (these difference vectors actually give rise to an equivalent
formulation of one-class SVM with the maximum margin between the difference vectors and
the decision hyperplane passing through the origin [26]), thus we show the distribution of
these difference vectors and the corresponding decision hyperplanes on them in Fig. 2
(actually the decision hyperplane of the equivalent one-class SVM). From Fig. 2(a), it can be
seen that the dotted-line decision hyperplane derived from AUC-SVM is just determined by
the support vector (sample pair) and perpendicular to the connected-line between the support
vector and the origin, thus it hardly takes the overall view of the sample-pair set into account
and is irrelevant to the other non-support-vector sample pairs. While a different solid-line
decision hyperplane can be derived from SAUC-SVM through taking the distribution of the
sample pair set into account, the derived hyperplane lies slantwise towards the long-axis
direction of the sample-pair distribution in order to keep away from the bottom sample pairs
which are more likely to be misclassified, visually, it is more reasonable and misclassifies less
testing sample pairs than the vertical hyperplane from AUC-SVM does, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
(the numbers of misclassified testing sample pairs are 2 and 0 respectively), therefore, it is
worthy taking the distribution information of the whole sample pair set into account. Likewise,
from Fig. 1, we can also see that the separating hyperplane from SAUC-SVM (solid line) is
more reasonable as it achieves better testing AUC performance than that from AUC-SVM
a

The thresholds of AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM are both determined according to the first method introduced in
Section 2.
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(dotted line) does, which is determined only by the support vector sample pair (the AUC
values of AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM are 0.9995 and 1 respectively). As a result, it should
be reasonable to incorporate the distribution information in the sample pair set into
AUC-SVM, which is specially emphasized in our proposed SAUC-SVM.
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Fig. 1 Binary (a) training set and (b) testing set and the corresponding separation
hyperplances from AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM respectively
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Fig. 2 The corresponding (a) training set and (b) testing set of the difference vectors, and the
decision hyperplanes from AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM in the difference vector space
Moreover, AUC-SVM actually performs on sample pairs consisted of samples from
individual classes, and the number of the sample pairs is quadratic in the number of samples
[2,8,14,26], naturally leading to extremely high computational complexity in learning. As a
result, some sampling technique has to be adopted to reduce such complexity [2,8,26].
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Undoubtedly, sampling will lead to a further loss of the distribution information contained in
the whole data.
In order to compensate the information loss and simultaneously boost the performance of
AUC-SVM, in this paper, we develop a novel structure-embedded AUC-SVM (SAUC-SVM
for short) through embedding the structure information in the whole data into the AUC-SVM
formulation, and the structure information is represented by the second-order statistics (the
sample covariance matrix) here [10,11]. In fact, previous works [10,15,16,17] have confirmed
that utilizing the structure information in data in learning SVM can boost its accuracy, thus it
can be expected that through the embedding of structure information into AUC-SVM, the
proposed SAUC-SVM can guarantee better AUC performance. Comparative experiments on
both toy and real datasets verify the effectiveness of our SAUC-SVM.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work about
AUC and AUC-SVM. Section 3 details our proposed SAUC-SVM, including the construction
of the structure information in data, formulations of both linear and kernel SAUC-SVM,
probabilistic interpretations for the embedding of structure information, and finally the time
complexity analysis. Section 4 shows the comparative experiments with AUC-SVM on both
toy and real UCI datasets. Section 5 is the conclusion and our future work.

2. Related work
2.1 The Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
As has mentioned above, AUC is insensitive to skew class distribution and unequal
classification cost, and is independent of the classification threshold [3,6,7,24,25], thus it is
widely used as a performance measure as well as an optimization criteria to replace accuracy
+

−

[3,6,7]. Given the positive samples S + = {xi+ }in=1 and the negative samples S − = {x −j }nj =1 , the
AUC of a given decision function f reflects the probability that f gives a higher score for a
random positive sample from S+ than that for a random negative one from S- [2,26], and it has
been proved to be identical to the value of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic
[1,2,8,18,26,27].
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∑ ∑
AUC =
n

+

i =1

n

−

j =1

1( f ( xi+ ) > f ( x −j ))

(1)

n+ n−

where 1( f ( xi+ ) > f ( x −j )) is the indicator function equaling 1 when f ( xi+ ) > f ( x −j ) and 0
otherwise. When all positive samples have higher scores than the negative ones, the AUC has
the highest value 1, and 0.5 for a random assignment.
2.2 AUC maximized Support Vector Machine (AUC-SVM)
AUC-SVM directly maximizes AUC through minimizing its regularized hinge loss
relaxation and the optimization problem is formulated as
1
n+
n−
|| w ||2 +C ∑ i =1 ∑ j =1 ξi , j
2
wT xi+ − wT x −j ≥ 1 − ξi , j

min
w

s.t.

(2)

ξi , j ≥ 0, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −
where C is a regularization parameter and ξi , j is the penalty for ( xi+ , x −j ) violating the
n+

n−

i =1

j

∑ ∑

ranking constraint, consequently,

ξi , j is the upper bound on the number of sample

pairs violating wT xi+ − wT x −j ≥ 0 [26]. The corresponding dual problem can be described as
follows after introducing the kernel trick [13,21],
max
α

s.t.

1 n+ , n − n+ , n −
∑ ∑ u ,v=1 α ijα uv k ( xi+ − x −j , xu+ − xv− )
2 i , j =1
0 ≤ α ij ≤ C , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −
n+

n−

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑

α ij −

(3)

Solving the dual problem leads to the sparsity of the solution, and the decision function
n+ ,n−

f (x) = ∑i, j=1 αij k(xi+ − x−j , x) is determined just by these support vector sample pairs with
non-zero α ij s, which strictly meet or violate the ranking constraints [2,26].
According

{(x , x ) |
+
k

−
k

to

the

above

description,

AUC-SVM

actually

performs

on

+
−
∀k = 1...n+ × n− , xk+ ∈ S + , xk− ∈ S − } with n × n sample pairs, or more specifically,

the difference vector set {zk | zk = xi+ − x−j , ∀k = 1...n+ × n− , ∀xi+ ∈ S + , x−j ∈ S −} constructed from
the sample pairs (when mapped to the kernel space, the difference vector set is essentially
{φ(zk )| φ(zk ) = φ(xi+ ) −φ(x−j ), ∀k = 1...n+ × n− , ∀φ(xi+ ) ∈ S +φ ,φ(x−j ) ∈ S−φ }), thus some sampling method

has to be adopted to reduce the high computation complexity induced by so large number of
6

sample pairs [2,8,26]. Likewise, the linear kernel AUC-SVM is equivalent to the
unthresholded linear kernel one-class SVM trained on the set of the difference vectors [26].
Besides, due to the independence of AUC on the decision threshold, the undetermined
threshold of AUC-SVM can be derived according to the specific classification task after the
assignment of ranking scores to the given samples. The decision threshold can be set as

b=−

min f ( xi+ ) + max f ( x −j )
2

(4)

where min f ( xi+ ) and max f ( x −j ) denote the minimum score assigned to the positive
samples and the maximum score assigned to the negative samples respectively, or we can set

b to achieve the best true positive rate-false positive rate compromising for an equal
misclassification cost, this value is obtained from the point of the ROC curve intersecting the
(0,1)-(1,0) diagonal line [2].

3. Structure-embedded AUC-SVM

Based on the above analysis, we have clearly known that AUC-SVM emphasizes more on
the local discriminative information just associated with the support vector sample pairs,
whereas pays little attention to the global distribution of the whole set of sample pairs.
Moreover, due to its high computation complexity in learning induced by the large number of
training sample pairs, sampling is usually adopted [2,8,26] and thereby results in a further loss
of the distribution information in the sample pair set. In order to compensate such a loss, and
meanwhile motivated by the previous works of utilizing the structure information in data in
learning SVM for better accuracy performance [10,15,16,17], we develop a novel
structure-embedded AUC-SVM through embedding the global structure information in data
(sample pair set) into AUC-SVM for boosted AUC performance. We will detail SAUC-SVM
in this section, including the key construction of the structure information in data,
formulations of both linear and kernel SAUC-SVM, probabilistic interpretations for such an
embedding and subsequently the time complexity analysis.
3.1 Construction of the structure information in data

In order to compensate the distribution information loss and simultaneously boost the
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AUC-SVM performance, we embed the global structure information in the sample pair set, or
more specifically the difference vector set into AUC-SVM, which is represented by the
second-order statistics (the sample covariance matrix) here [10,11]. Naturally, the size of such
matrix reaches (n + × n − ) × (n + × n − ) and its direct computation is time consuming, just as the
computation of the un-sampled kernel matrix in AUC-SVM. Fortunately, from the following
equivalence proposition, we can simply use the sum of the sample covariance matrices in
individual classes with far smaller size of (n + + n − ) × (n + + n − ) .
−

+

Proposition 1 Given the positive samples S + = {xi+ }in=1 and the negative samples S − = {x −j }nj =1 ,

the

sample

covariance

matrix

of

their

difference

vector

set

{zk | zk = xi+ − x−j , ∀k = 1...n+ × n− , ∀xi+ ∈ S + , x−j ∈ S −} is identical to the sum of their individual

sample covariance matrices.
Proof: We first prove the equivalence in the input space, and the same equivalence in the

kernel space is straightforward.
Let u1 and u2 denote the sample means of the two classes respectively, then the sum S1 of
their individual sample covariance matrices ( Σ1 and Σ 2 ) can be written as
S1 = Σ1 + Σ 2
1
n+
1
= +
n
=

∑
∑

n+
i =1

( xi+ − u1 )( xi+ − u1 )T +

n+

x + x + T − u1u1T +
i =1 i i

1
n−

1
n−

∑

n−
j =1

∑

n−
j =1

( x −j − u 2 )( x −j − u 2 )T

(5)

x −j x −j T − u 2 u 2T

And the sample covariance matrix S2 of the difference vector set (also denoted as Σ ) is
S2 = Σ =
1
= +
n

1
n n−
+

∑

n+
i =1

∑

n+ n−
k =1

xi+ xi+ T

( z k − u )( z k − u )T

1
− u1u1T + −
n

∑

n−
j =1

(6)
x −j x −j T − u 2 u 2T

+ −
+
−
where u = 1 ∑ n n zk = 1 ∑ n ∑ n ( xi+ − x −j ) = u 1 −u2 .
+ −
+
−
k =1
i =1
j =1
n n
n n

(7)

Thus S1=S2, i.e., we have the equivalence between S1 and S2 in the input space.
When generalized to the kernel space with some nonlinear mapping φ : R d → H , the same
conclusion
uφ =

1
n n−
+

∑

can
n+ n−
k =1

easily

φ ( zk ) =

1
n n−
+

be

derived

n+

n−

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑

from

φ(zk ) =φ(xi+ ) −φ(x−j ) , ∀k=1...n+ ×n−

(φ ( xi+ ) − φ ( x −j )) = u 1φ −u2φ . ■
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and

3.2 Linear SAUC-SVM

For the purpose of clarity, we first introduce the linear version SAUC-SVM and the kernel
version will be presented in the next sub-section. Inspired by our previous works [10,11], we
directly embed the structure information in data into the objective function of AUC-SVM and
then the linear version SAUC-SVM can be formulated as
min
w

s.t.

1
n+
n−
λ
|| w ||2 +C ∑ i =1 ∑ j ξi , j + wT Σw
2
2
wT xi+ − wT x −j ≥ 1 − ξi , j

(8)

ξi , j ≥ 0, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −
where Σ is the sample covariance matrix estimated from the difference vector set and

λ ≥ 0 is the parameter regulating the relative importance of the structure information
embedded. However, we need to point out that there is an essential difference between our
embedding here and [10], i.e., formally the same due to Proposition 1 but essentially different
because the structure information we embedded is actually the sample covariance matrix of
the difference vector set rather than the sample covariance matrices in individual classes.
However, exactly due to Proposition 1, we can use the sum of sample covariance matrices in
individual classes to substitute the sample covariance matrix of the difference vector set for
significantly lowering the time complexity.
The new term embedded is actually a reflection of compactness within the difference
vector set [10,11], as a result, SAUC-SVM maximizes the score-differences between samples
from different classes and simultaneously minimizes the compactness of the difference vector
set on which AUC-SVM actually performs, and it is expected to guarantee better
generalization performance than AUC-SVM which concentrates only on the separation
between classes.
With the standard method of Lagrange multipliers, the dual problem of (8) can be
formulated as

max
α

s.t.

1 n+ , n− n+ , n−
∑ ∑ u ,v=1 α ijα uv ( xi+ − x −j )T ( I + λΣ)−1 ( xu+ − xv− )
2 i , j =1
0 ≤ α ij ≤ C , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −
n+

n−

∑ i=1 ∑ j =1α ij −

Consequently,

SAUC-SVM

is

similarly
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performed

on

the

sample

(9)

pair

set {( xk+ , xk− ) | ∀k = 1...n + × n − , xk+ ∈ S + , xk− ∈ S − } . Now let P+ = { xk+ | ∀k = 1...n+ × n− , xk+ ∈ S + }

{

}

and P− = xk− | ∀k = 1...n+ × n− , xk− ∈ S − from the sample pair set, respectively, then (9) can be
simplified as

vT
max 1 +
α

s.t.

vT

where 1

n+ ×n −

1
vec(α ) − vec(α )T ( P + − P − )T ( I + λΣ)−1 ( P + − P − )vec(α )
2
0 ≤ α ≤ CI n+ ×n−
n ×n−

(10)

is a n+×n--dimension vector with each entry being 1, I n + ×n− is a n+×n- matrix

with all elements equaling to 1 and vec(α ) is a matrix straight operator transforming α
into a corresponding column vector, in which the sequence of elements accords with the
sequences of the sample pairs in P + and P − , finally the scoring function can be obtained
from

f ( x) = vec(α )T ( P + − P − )T ( I + λΣ) −1 x

(11)

It is clear that the optimization problem of SAUC-SVM is still solved as a QP problem, and
due to the large number of training sample pairs quadratic in the number of the samples, some
sampling method has to be adopted to reduce the resulting high computation complexity.
Naturally, sampling will incur loss of information in data and thus bring a decline in the AUC
performance, just as in AUC-SVM. However, it is the embedding of the structure information
(the 2nd statistics here) summarized from the whole data into AUC-SVM that the
newly-generated SAUC-SVM can compensate the loss incurred by sampling as has
mentioned. The sampling method we used in this paper follows that in [2]: instead of using all
n+×n- sample pairs constructed from individual classes, only those sample pairs consisted of
the samples and their k nearest neighbors in the opposite class are selected for training, these
selected sample pairs are more likely to be support vector sample pairs, which are much
analogous to the would-be support vectors of boundary samples in SVM [12].
3.3 Kernel SAUC-SVM

For many linearly inseparable classification cases in the real world, a nonlinear mapping of
data from the input space to a high (even infinite) dimension kernel space would make them
linearly separable with high probability in the kernel space. Then through the implementation
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of the original algorithm in such space, a corresponding nonlinear decision function in the
original input space can be obtained with better classification. However, due to high
dimensionality of the kernel space, the nonlinear mapping can not be formulated explicitly,
fortunately, if all calculations between sample pairs in the original algorithm can be expressed
in the form of inner products, these inner products can be replaced by a reproducing kernel to
avoid the direct reference to the nonlinear mapping, which is the so-called kernel trick [13,21].
In this subsection, we will apply the kernel trick to SAUC-SVM to solve the linear
inseparable cases in the real world.
Let us first define an implicit nonlinear kernel mapping φ : R d → H , where H is a
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), the kernel version SAUC-SVM can be
formulated as
min
w

s.t.

1
n+
n−
λ
|| w ||2 +C ∑ i =1 ∑ j ξi , j + wT Σφ w
2
2
wT φ ( xi+ ) − wT φ ( x −j ) ≥ 1 − ξi , j

(12)

ξi , j ≥ 0, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −

where Σφ is the sample covariance matrix of the difference vector set in the kernel space.
Accordingly, the corresponding dual formulation is
max
α

s.t.

1 n+ , n− n+ , n−
∑ ∑ αijαuv (φ ( xi+ ) − φ ( x−j ))T (I + λΣφ )−1 (φ ( xu+ ) − φ ( xv− ))
2 i , j =1 u ,v=1
0 ≤ αij ≤ C, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ ,1 ≤ j ≤ n−
n+

n−

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑

αij −

(13)

which can further be rewritten as

vT
max 1 +
α

s.t.

1
vec(α ) − vec(α )T (P+φ − P−φ )T (I + λΣφ )−1 (P+φ − P−φ )vec(α )
2
0 ≤ α ≤ CIn+ ×n−
n ×n−

(14)

where P +φ and P −φ are the corresponding notations of P + and P − in the kernel space.
Further, all calculations in (14) can actually be expressed in the form of inner products. In
order to make clear of it, let us first convert the sample covariance matrix of the difference
vector set in the kernel space to the following form,
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Σφ =

1
n n−
+

∑

n+ n−
k =1

(φ ( zk ) − uφ )(φ ( zk ) − uφ )T

v v T + φT
v v T − φT
1
−φ 1
I
−
S
+
S
I
−
1
1
)
(
1
1 )S
+
+
+
−
n
n
n− n−
n+ n
n− n
v v T
(15)
⎡1
⎤
I
−
1
1
0+
+ φT
+ n+
⎢
⎥
n + n+
⎡
⎤
n
S
n
= [ S + φ S −φ ] ⎢
⎥ ⎢ − φT ⎥
v
v
T
1
S ⎦
⎢
I − − 1n− 1n− ⎥ ⎣
0−
−
n
n
n
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
φ
φT
= S RS
v
v
where I n+ ( I n− ) is a n+ × n+ (n− × n− ) identity matrix and 1 + ( 1 − ) is a n + (n − ) -dimension
= S +φ (

n

n

vector with all elements being 1/ n + (1/ n − ) . S φ = [ S +φ S −φ ] is the matrix consisted of all
training samples in the kernel space and R denotes the symmetry matrix between S φ and

S φT in (15). At the same time, by the following Woodbury’s formula [20]
( A + UBV ) −1 = A−1 − A−1UB ( B + BVA−1UB ) −1 BVA−1

(16)

( I + λΣφ ) −1 = I − λ S φ R ( R + λ RS φT S φ R ) −1 RS φT

(17)

we have

Finally the dual formulation of SAUC-SVM in the kernel space can be described as

vT
1
max 1n+ ×n− vec (α ) − vec (α )T [( P +φ − P −φ )T ( P +φ − P −φ ) −
α
2
+φ
−φ T φ
λ ( P − P ) S R ( R + λ RS φT S φ R ) −1 RS φ T ( P +φ − P −φ )]vec (α )
s.t.

(18)

0 ≤ α ≤ CI n+ ×n−
~

Let K= ( P +φ − P −φ )T ( P +φ − P −φ ) , K + = P +φT S φ , K − = P −φT S φ and K = SφT Sφ , each entry
in them is exactly an inner-product between sample pairs in the kernel space and can be
~

replaced by a reproducing kernel, then K and K are the kernel matrices in AUC-SVM and
SVM respectively. Finally, (18) can be re-written as
~
vT
1
max 1n+ ×n− vec(α ) − vec(α )T [ K − λ ( K + − K − ) R ( R + λ R K R ) −1 R ( K + − K − )T ]vec(α ) (19)
α
2
s.t.
0 ≤ α ≤ CI n+ ×n−

and the scoring function of SAUC-SVM can be formulated as
~

~

f ( x ) = vec (α )T [( K x+ − K x− ) − ( K + − K − ) R ( R + λ R K R ) −1 R K x ]
12

(20)

~

+

~

where K x , K x− and K x are the respective columns in K + , K − and K corresponding
to x.
3.4 Probability interpretation

In this subsection, we will provide two probabilistic interpretations for the reasonability of
embedding the structure information into AUC-SVM, from the specific Gaussian distribution
cases to the general cases without any assumption for the data distributions.
+

−

Proposition 2 Given the positive samples S + = {xi+ }in=1 and the negative samples S − = {x −j }nj =1

with individual means of u + and u − , and individual covariance matrices of Σ + and Σ − ,
AUC-SVM concentrates on the maximization of the score-difference between samples from
different classes, actually leading to the maximization of wT (u1 − u2 ) . While SAUC-SVM
also takes the structure information in the difference vector set into account, and thus
maximizes wT (u1 − u2 ) and minimizes wT (Σ1 + Σ 2 ) w simultaneously.
Proof: From the same ranking constraints of both AUC-SVM in (2) and SAUC-SVM in (8),

we have

ξij ≥ 1 − wT ( xi+ − x −j ), ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n + ,1 ≤ j ≤ n −

(21)

then
n+

∑ ∑
i =1

n−

n+

n−

ξ ≥ n + n − − ∑ i =1 ∑ j =1 wT ( xi+ − x −j )
j =1 ij
+

−

+

−

(22)

= n n − n n w (u1 − u2 )
Therefore, minimizing

n+

n−

i=1

j

∑ ∑

T

ξi, j in the objective functions of both AUC-SVM and

SAUC-SVM leads to the maximization of wT (u1 −u2) . Further, SAUC-SVM embeds the
structure information in the difference vector set into AUC-SVM, and thus minimizes

wT (Σ1 +Σ2 )w at the same time. ■
Below we will give a probabilistic interpretation for the reasonability of embedding the
structure information in data into AUC-SVM, specifically the minimization of wT (Σ1 +Σ2 )w
simply under the assumption of Gaussian distributions.
Suppose two Gaussian distributions X + ~ N (u + , Σ + ) and X − ~ N (u − , Σ − ) respectively
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corresponding to two classes. In order to maximize AUC, we try to find a w to maximize the
probability Pr( wT X + − wT X − > 0), by property of the Gaussian distribution, the set of the
difference vectors X + − X − also follows a Gaussian distribution with mean u and
covariance matrix Σ , where u = u + − u − and Σ = Σ + + Σ − , as a result, we have
Pr( w T X + − w T X − > 0)
= Ψ(

w T (u + − u − )
wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w

(23)

)

where Ψ (⋅) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Due
wT (u + − u − )

to its monotonicity, we can equivalently maximize

, i.e., we should maximize

wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w

wT (u + − u − ) and minimize wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w simultaneously. In this way, it is reasonable to

embed the structure information in data into the original AUC-SVM.
The above analysis is for the specific Gaussian distribution cases. Below we will provide a
more practical interpretation without any assumption for the data distributions.
Suppose the binary samples X+ and X- are generated independently from two distributions
with individual means of u+ and u-, and individual covariance matrices of Σ + and Σ − . Then
the mean and covariance matrix of their difference vectors Z= X+- X- are

u = u + − u − and Σ = Σ + + Σ − respectively. The classification objective here is to find a w to
maximize Pr(wT X + > wT X − ) , i.e. Pr(wT Z > 0) with E ( wT Z ) = wT u and Cov(wT Z ) = wT Σw .
From the Chebyshev bound [23],
Pr( w T Z > 0) ≥ Θ (
= Θ(

wT u
wT Σ w

)

wT (u + − u − )
wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w

(24)
)

where
Θ( x ) =

max( x, 0) 2
1 + max( x, 0) 2

.

(25)

Clearly, directly maximizing the probability Pr( wT Z > 0) is hard without any assumption
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for the data distributions, instead, we can maximize its lower bound Θ(

wT (u + − u − )
wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w

) in

(24). Further, since Θ(⋅) is an increasing function, we can equivalently maximize
wT (u + − u − )
+

−

w (Σ + Σ ) w
T

, i.e., we should maximize wT (u + − u − ) and minimize wT (Σ + + Σ − ) w

simultaneously.
As a result, it is worthy embedding the structure information in the whole data into
AUC-SVM, and naturally through such embedding, it can be expected to obtain better AUC
performance from the proposed SAUC-SVM.
3.5 Time complexity analysis

Given the data X ∈ R d ×n , where n is the number of samples with d dimension features,
AUC-SVM actually performs on the difference vectors consisted of samples from different
classes and the number of those difference vectors is quadratic in the number of samples, then
the training time of AUC-SVM is O(n 6 ) (the time for training SVM is O(n3 ) [4]). After
the embedding of the structure information in data, the proposed SAUC-SVM introduces
( I + λΣ) −1 , actually converted to I − λ SR( R + λ RS T SR) −1 RS T as shown in (17) according to
the Woodbury’s formula [20], then the additional computation needed in SAUC-SVM is
~

λ ( K + − K − ) R ( R + λ R K R )−1 R( K + − K − )T in (19) and it costs O(n 4 ) . Thereby the
training time for SAUC-SVM is O(n 4 + n 6 ) , i.e., O(n 6 ) and comparable to that of
AUC-SVM.
In order to reduce such a high computation complexity, sampling is usually adopted
[2,8,26]. Suppose n s sample pairs to be selected in sampling, then the training time of
AUC-SVM becomes O(ns3 ) , and the additional computation time needed in SAUC-SVM is

O(n3 + ns2 × n) , finally the training time of SAUC-SVM is O(n3 + ns2 × n + ns3 ) . To achieve
satisfactory AUC performance in both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM, the number of sample
pairs selected in sampling is usually larger than the number of samples, i.e. ns ≥ n [2,8,26],
then the training time of SAUC-SVM is O(ns3 ) , still comparable to that of AUC-SVM.
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In conclusion, after the embedding of the structure information in data, the proposed
SAUC-SVM can retain comparable efficiency to the original AUC-SVM.

4. Experiment

To evaluate the performance of the proposed SAUC-SVM, we perform experiments on both
toy and real datasets. In the toy problem, we use a linearly inseparable XOR dataset and
compare SAUC-SVM with both AUC-SVM and SVM, all with the Gaussian kernel. In the
real problem, we compare these three algorithms on 9 UCI datasets (actually 18 binary
datasetsb generated) [5] using both the linear and Gaussian kernels. We adopt the sampling
method presented in [2] to reduce the high computation complexity in both AUC-SVM and
SAUC-SVM.

We

select

the

regularization

parameters

C,

λ

from

the

set

{0.001,0.01,0.1,1,10,100,1000} and the width parameter σ of the Gaussian kernel from
{2-10,2-9,…,29,210} respectively through the 5-fold cross-validation. We implement all
algorithms in MATLAB 7.3 (R2006b) and carry out the experiments on an Intel (R) Pentium
(R) dual-core 1.60GHz processor with memory 1GB, for the optimization problems, we resort
to the Mosek toolbox [19] implemented in C.
4.1 Toy problem

The two-dimension XOR dataset is randomly generated from four Gaussian distributions,
either two diagonal distributions belong to the same class and the attributes of the dataset are
described in Table 1. We randomly select 1/5 samples in each distribution for training and the
rest for testing, as shown in Fig. 2, samples in individual classes are represented by ‘.’ and ‘o’
respectively.
Table 1 The attributes of the toy XOR dataset
Mean
Class I

[0.8,0]
[-0.8,0]

Class II

[0, 0.8]
[0, -0.8]

Covariance

Sample number

⎡ 0.15
⎢
⎣ 0.1

0.1 ⎤
0.15⎥⎦

100

⎡ 0.15
⎢
⎣ -0.1

-0.1 ⎤
⎥
0.15⎦

200

b

100

200

Multi-class datasets ‘Glass’ and ‘Tae’ have been used here and the One vs. All strategy is adopted to generate 18
two-class datasets from the original 9 UCI datasets.
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2

0

0

-2
-2

0

-2
-2

2

0

(a)

2

(b)

Fig. 2 The distribution of the toy (a) training dataset and (b) testing dataset
4.1.1

AUC performance comparison

We first compare the performances of SAUC-SVM, AUC-SVM and SVM with respect to
different values of the nearest-neighbor number during sampling (k). The results are revealed
in Fig. 3, in which the x-axis gives the values of k with the corresponding sampling ratios in
the parentheses (k=INF corresponds to no sampling, i.e., using all sample pairs), and the
y-axis gives the AUC performances. Then from the figure, we can make the following
observations,
 When k is small and the corresponding sampling ratio is low, the performance of

AUC-SVM is far worse than that of SVM, and such difference decreases with the
increase of k, while all sample pairs are used, AUC-SVM performs better than SVM (due
to the skew distribution of such toy dataset), then we can say that sampling does incur
information loss and performance decline in AUC-SVM. However, it is clearly that the
performances of SAUC-SVM with respect to different values of k are consistently better
than those of both SVM and AUC-SVM. Thus through embedding the structure
information in data, SAUC-SVM can really compensate the information loss incurred by
sampling and naturally guarantees better AUC performance.
 When all sample pairs are used, SAUC-SVM still performs better than AUC-SVM,

though with lower improvement compared to the sampling cases, implying that
SAUC-SVM can boost the performance of AUC-SVM concentrating on only the local
discriminative information of support vectors.
 The performance of SAUC-SVM with k=5 (sampling ratio 4.53%) here is already better

than that of AUC-SVM trained on all sample pairs. As a result, we can obtain satisfactory
performance with SAUC-SVM on a relatively small number of selected sample pairs with
far lower computation complexity.
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1

SVM
AUC-SVM
SAUC-SVM

AUC

0.95

0.9

0.85

5(4.53%)

10(11.56%) 15(18.28%)

20(25%)

25(31.25%)

k (sampling ratio)

30(37.5%)

INF(100%)

Fig. 3 The AUC performances of SVM, AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM corresponding to
different values of k with sampling ratios in the parentheses
4.1.2

Computation time comparison

Due to the embedding of the structure information in data, SAUC-SVM introduces
additional computation cost. Thereby we provide the training times of SAUC-SVM,
AUC-SVM and SVM with respect to different values of k in Table 2, as well as the number of
training samples or sample pairs selected in those algorithms, and the iteration numbers in
their individual optimizations.
Table 2 The times (s) for training SVM, AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM with respect to different
k, and the corresponding numbers of training samples (pairs) and iterations in optimization
5

10

15

20

25

30

INF

Training time

0.0981

0.0981

0.0981

0.0981

0.0981

0.0981

0.0981

Samp./Iter. No.

120/11

120/11

120/11

120/11

120/11

120/11

120/11

AUC
-SVM

Training time

0.125

0.7656

1.4844

3.3594

5.625

8

89.06

Samp./Iter. No.

145/11

370/13

585/15

800/16

1000/18

1200/16

3200/24

SAUC
-SVM

Training time

0.1488

0.620

1.6406

2.9062

5.1875

7.3594

63.5

Samp./Iter. No.

145/7

370/10

585/12

800/8

1000/13

1200/12

3200/20

SVM

Table 2 shows that the training times of both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM are longer than
that of SVM as the numbers of training sample pairs selected here are all larger than the
number of samples. However, it is interesting that with additional computation, SAUC-SVM
can retain comparable or even shorter training time than AUC-SVM, which is actually due to
the different iteration numbers in their individual optimizations, as shown in Table 2, for
different values of k, SAUC-SVM needs consistently fewer iteration numbers in optimization
than AUC-SVM does. As a result, after the embedding of structure information, SAUC-SVM
can still retain comparable efficiency to AUC-SVM.
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4.2 Real problem

In order to further investigate the effectiveness of SAUC-SVM, we compare SAUC-SVM,
AUC-SVM and SVM on 18 real datasets with both the linear and Gaussian kernels. We
randomly divide each dataset into two non-overlapping subsets with nearly equal number of
samples, one for training and the other for testing, this process for each algorithm is repeated
10 times and their average results are reported.
4.2.1

AUC performance comparison

First, the number of the nearest neighbors selected during sampling is set to 10 following [2]
and the AUC means and variances (in parentheses) on these real datasets are reported in Table
3. For each kernel, a bold value in each row indicates a better AUC performance between
SAUC-SVM and AUC-SVM and an underlined value indicates a better AUC performance
between SAUC-SVM and SVM, the unmarked values in each row indicates that the
corresponding two algorithms have comparable performances (actually the difference of
individual AUC values is less than one percent) on the dataset. The last row gives the average
AUC performances of those three algorithms respectively on all the datasets used here. From
Table 3, clearly,
 When the linear kernel is used, SAUC-SVM outperforms AUC-SVM on 12 datasets with

the maximum improvement of 7.09% on Tae3, and retains comparable performances on
the remaining 6 datasets. When the Gaussian kernel is used, SAUC-SVM performs better
than AUC-SVM on 15 datasets with the maximum improvement of 4.33% on Spectf, and
comparable to AUC-SVM on the remaining 3 datasets. In terms of the average AUC
performances on all datasets used here, SAUC-SVM outperforms AUC-SVM by 2.45%
with the linear kernel and 2.1% with the Gaussian kernel. Thus we can conclude that
through the embedding of the structure information in data, SAUC-SVM can boost the
AUC performance of AUC-SVM.
 It has been reported that AUC-SVM with sampling usually does not give rise to better

AUC performance than SVM [2], which is also reflected in our experiments. However,
our proposed SAUC-SVM still outperforms SVM on most datasets used here, and in
terms of the average AUC performances on all datasets used, SAUC-SVM outperforms
SVM by 1.24% with the linear kernel and 2.07% with the Gaussian kernel, which
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confirms again that the embedding of structure information in data is helpful for boosting
the AUC performance of AUC-SVM.
 At the same time, we find some cases in which SAUC-SVM exhibits relatively inferior

performances to SVM (e.g. arrhythmia, glass1, glass2), which is mainly due to the
sampling method we used here (including empirically setting k to 10), when all sample
pairs are used shown in Fig. 4, both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM outperform SVM. As a
result, the embedding of structure information can compensate the information loss
incurred by sampling rather than overcome it, and some better techniques for reducing the
computation complexity of AUC-SVM are still needed.
Table 3 The average results of AUC and variance (in parentheses) on 18 real datasets with
both the linear and Gaussian kernels
Data
set

Linear kernel

Gaussian kernel

SVM

AUC-SVM

SAUC-SVM

SVM

AUC-SVM

SAUC-SVM

Automobile

0.901(0.0023)

0.9023(0.0013)

0.9149(0.0011)

0.9245(0.0011)

0.9311(0.0009)

0.9388(0.0005)

Arrhythmia

0.7018(0.001)

0.6533(0.0014)

0.6521(0.0013)

0.8031(0.0008)

0.7616(0.0011)

0.7823(0.001)

Bupa

0.6602(0.0102)

0.6547(0.0008)

0.6827(0.0005)

0.7637(0.0003)

0.8229(0.0001)

0.8293(0.0001)

Diabetes

0.7584(0.0005)

0.7892(0.0017)

0.8114(0.0018)

0.8123(0.0016)

0.8075(0.0013)

0.8361(0.001)

Glass1

0.8012(0.0048)

0.6698(0.0021)

0.6941(0.0032)

0.7898(0.0023)

0.7235(0.006)

0.7581(0.0012)

Glass2

0.6352(0.0024)

0.5869(0.0043)

0.6057(0.0033)

0.8408(0.001)

0.7983(0.004)

0.826(0.0025)

Glass3

0.507(0.01)

0.4959(0.0107)

0.5243(0.0061)

0.5928(0.0148)

0.6601(0.0128)

0.6893(0.0102)

Glass4

0.923(0.0015)

0.914(0.0019)

0.9143(0.0018)

0.9128(0.0058)

0.9267(0.0044)

0.9588(0.0036)

Glass5

0.9885(0.0001)

0.9395(0.0019)

0.9740(0.0001)

0.9765(0.0005)

0.9473(0.0016)

0.969(0.0013)

Glass6

0.9293(0.0015)

0.9456(0.0014)

0.9368(0.0015)

0.9584(0.0004)

0.979(0.0001)

0.9918(0.0001)

Hepatitis

0.6648(0.0079)

0.7066(0.005)

0.7463(0.004)

0.65(0.0012)

0.6913(0.0011)

0.7056(0.0005)

Ionosphere

0.8385(0.0015)

0.8336(0.0007)

0.8397(0.0007)

0.976(0.0001)

0.9583(0.0001)

0.9689(0.0001)

Import

0.9033(0.0014)

0.8792(0.0016)

0.9143(0.0012)

0.9362(0.0006)

0.9532(0.0002)

0.9722(0.0001)

Spectf

0.6909(0.0027)

0.7039(0.0026)

0.7114(0.0022)

0.7611(0.0098)

0.7798(0.0028)

0.8231(0.0017)

Tae1

0.6192(0.005)

0.6725(0.003)

0.7372(0.0026)

0.6096(0.0188)

0.5938(0.0068)

0.6247(0.0068)

Tae2

0.635(0.0045)

0.6156(0.0011)

0.6704(0.0007)

0.6581(0.0055)

0.6469(0.0024)

0.6675(0.0043)

Tae3

0.6545(0.0057)

0.5959(0.0019)

0.6668(0.002)

0.6199(0.0044)

0.6223(0.0114)

0.6333(0.0074)

wdbc

0.9472(0.0023)

0.9834(0.0005)

0.9868(0.0004)

0.9774(0.0001)

0.9723(0.0002)

0.9795(0.0001)

Average

0.7644

0.7523

0.7768

0.8091

0.8098

0.8308
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We also show the performance comparisons on 4 selected datasets when different values of
k are used. The results are revealed in Fig. 4, from which we can see that
 With different values of k, SAUC-SVM performs consistently better than AUC-SVM, and

the smaller k is, the larger the performance improvement from SAUC-SVM is, as there is
more information loss incurred by sampling in such cases, implying that SAUC-SVM can
compensate the information loss incurred by sampling.
 When all sample pairs are used, SAUC-SVM still outperforms AUC-SVM, confirming

again that SAUC-SVM can boost the AUC performance of AUC-SVM concentrating on
only the local discriminative information of support vectors.
 The performances of both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM increase with the increase of k,

and when k=INF (all sample pairs used), both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM outperform
SVM, as they are designed to directly optimize AUC and the class distributions are not
strictly balanced here.
0.84
0.8

SVM
AUC-SVM
SAUC-SVM

AUC

0.76
0.72
0.68
0.64

5(6.9%) 10(13.89%)15(20.83%)20(27.78%)25(34.72%) 30(41.67) INF(100%)

k (sampling ratio)

(a)
0.93

SVM
AUC-SVM
SAUC-SVM

AUC

0.92

0.91

0.9

5(4.81%) 10(9.9%) 15(14.85%)20(24.75)25(27.63%)30(29.7%)INF(100%)

k (sampling ratio)

(b)
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0.99
0.98

SVM
AUC-SVM
SAUC-SVM

AUC

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94

5(4.85%) 10(9.42%) 15(14.56%)20(19.42%)25(24.27%)30(29.13%) INF(100%)

k (sampling ratio)

(c)
0.74
0.72

SVM
AUC-SVM
SAUC-SVM

AUC

0.7

0.68
0.66
0.64

5(8.06%) 10(16.13%)15(24.19%)20(32.26%)25(40.32%)30(48.39%) INF(100%)

k (sampling ratio)

(d)
Fig. 4 Performance comparisons on 4 selected datasets when different values of k are used,
(a) glass1 with the linear kernel (b) glass4 with the linear kernel
(c) glass5 with the Gaussian kernel (d) hepatitis with the Gaussian kernel
4.2.2

Analysis on the regularization parameter λ

We also show the performances of SAUC-SVM with respect to different values of λ from
{0,10-5,10-4,…104,105} in Fig. 7, with the parameters k, C and σ set to 10, 1, and 256
respectively. From this figure, different optimal values of λ can be selected for different
datasets, while the ranges under consideration are all [0.001, 1000]. Furthermore, when λ=0,
SAUC-SVM degenerates to the original AUC-SVM concentrating on the separation between
classes, and when λ is large enough, SAUC-SVM is dominated by the new term we
incorporated reflecting the within-class compactness, then we can find in Fig. 7 that the
optimal AUC performances are obtained through simultaneously considering the
between-class margin and the within-class compactness, just as analyzed in subsection 3.4.
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AUC

0.9

0.7

0.5
0

glass1(linear)
glass4(linear)
glass5(rbf)
hepatitis(rbf)

0.00001

0.01

λ

1

100

10000

Fig. 5 The performances of SAUC-SVM with respect to different values of λ from
[0,10-5,10-4,…104,105] on the 4 selected datasets
4.2.3

Computation time comparison

Table 4 reports the training time of these three algorithms with k=10, and the numbers of
training samples or sample pairs selected in individual algorithms in the parentheses.
Table 4 The time (s) for training SVM, AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM with k=10, as well as
the individual number of training samples or sample pairs selected
Data

Linear kernel

RBF kernel

set

SVM

AUC-SVM

SAUC-SVM

SVM

AUC-SVM

SAUC-SVM

Automobile

.0281(80)

.2359(317)

.2531 (317)

.0219(80)

.3625(317)

.3969 (317)

Arrhythmia

.1844(211)

1.9516(1118)

2.3812 (1118)

.2594(211)

1.812(1121)

2.385 (1121)

Bupa

.0734(173)

1.2016(723)

1.3484 (723)

.0641(173)

1.258(723)

1.422 (723)

Diabetes

.3609(384)

1.532(1305)

1.87 (1305)

.4031(384)

1.736(1305)

2.109 (1305)

Glass1

.0281(107)

.0813(350)

.1046 (350)

.0279(107)

.0809(323)

.0987 (350)

Glass2

.0313(107)

.097(372)

.1009 (372)

.0375(107)

.0919(372)

.1069 (372)

Glass3

.0359(108)

.0197(90)

.0357 (90)

.0375(108)

.0137(90)

.0369 (90)

Glass4

.0328(108)

.0141(70)

.0308 (70)

.0344(108)

.0169(70)

.0381 (70)

Glass5

.0391(108)

.0103(50)

.0354 (50)

.0359(108)

.0128(50)

.0309 (50)

Glass6

.0297(108)

.0231(150)

.0338 (150)

.0359(108)

.035(146)

.0482 (150)

Hepatitis

.0234(78)

.0272(160)

.0375 (160)

.0234(78)

.0253(160)

.0359 (160)

Ionosphere

.0766(176)

0.6156(953)

.6984 (953)

.0766(176)

.6156(953)

.7069 (953)

Import

.0281(80)

.1081(377)

.1187 (377)

.0203(80)

.1078(377)

.1003 (377)

Spectf

.0484(134)

.0534(280)

.0739 (280)

.0484(134)

.0531(244)

.059 (262)

Tae1

.0187(76)

.0725(250)

.0793 (250)

.0234(76)

.0898(250)

.087 (250)
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Tae2

.0219(76)

.0825(250)

.105 (250)

.0156(76)

.0922(250)

.0884 (240)

Tae3

.0187(76)

.0737(260)

.0841 (260)

.0328(76)

.0971(260)

.0934(260)

wdbc

.3125(285)

.2562(402)

.3225 (402)

.225(285)

.2156(402)

.3612 (402)

From Table 4, for satisfactory AUC performances, the numbers of sample pairs selected in
both AUC-SVM and SAUC-SVM should be larger than the corresponding numbers of the
given samples on most datasets, naturally their training times will be larger than that of SVM,
and the time for training SAUC-SVM is comparable to that of AUC-SVM.
In conclusion, the proposed SAUC-SVM can achieve better AUC performance than the
original AUC-SVM while still retaining comparable efficiency.

5. Conclusion

Since AUC is insensitive to imbalance class distribution and unequal misclassification cost
[3,6,7,24,25], it is widely used as an alternative measure to accuracy [3,6,7]. Furthermore,
algorithms specially designed to maximize accuracy may not lead to the best AUC
performances [3], thus recently, AUC has been used as an optimization objective as well and
lots of learning algorithms have respectively been developed to specially maximize AUC
[1,2,8,14,18,26,27]. Among them, the large margin AUC-maximized classifier AUC-SVM
[2,26] has attracted much attention. However, AUC-SVM usually emphasizes more on the
local discriminative information just associated with these support vector sample pairs and
hardly takes the overall view of sample pair set into account, thus may incur loss of global
distribution information in the set of the sample pairs. Moreover, due to the high computation
complexity of AUC-SVM incurred by the large number of training sample pairs quadratic in
the number of samples, some sampling technique is usually adopted [2,8,26] but inevitably
results in a further loss of the distribution information in the set of the sample pairs. In order
to compensate the loss and simultaneously boost the performance of AUC-SVM, in this paper,
we develop a novel structure-embedded AUC-SVM (SAUC-SVM) through embedding the
structure information represented by the sample covariance matrix of the sample pair set
(more specifically the difference vector set) into AUC-SVM, actually we can embed the
equivalent sum of covariance matrices in individual classes for lower complexity. Through
such an embedding, SAUC-SVM takes the distribution information in the whole data into
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account and guarantees better generalization performance than AUC-SVM, as verified in both
the toy and real experiments.
The high computation complexity for training AUC-SVM is still an open problem and the
same problem also exists in our proposed SAUC-SVM, as a result, developing more efficient
methods to reduce such complexity is still one of our future works. And we also plan to
incorporate the structure information in data into the linear programming variants of
AUC-SVM to boost their AUC performances.
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